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A Novel Attack Identification Mechanism in
IoT-Based Converter-Composed DC Grids

Sicheng Gong, Student Member, IEEE, Tomislav Dragičević, Senior Member, IEEE,
Nenad Mijatovic, Senior Member, IEEE, and Zhe Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel attack identification
mechanism for internet-of-things-based (IoT-based) converter-
composed DC grids, where each agent collects its own and
neighbours’ measurement data for output regulation to meet
a preceding power-sharing consensus. Independent from model-
free or average-model-based attack detection theories, this mech-
anism is mainly inspired by converter stitching behavior analysis.
Correspondingly, when facing latent signal substitution or agent
instigation attacks, through comparing estimated signals with
received ones for signal source authentication, both self-sensors
and neighbours will be inspected. Eventually, not only can such
attacks be detected, but also will respective attack sources be
identified. A simulation case of 4-agent 800V IoT-based DC grid
on Simulink and a hardware case of 3-agent 90V IoT-based DC
grid on dSpace testing platform were investigated. Experimental
results revealed that the estimation ratio error kept lower than
3.9% and all attacks were successfully identified, verifying the
effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.

Index Terms—internet of things, attack identification, DC grid,
DC/DC converter, wave analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to stochastic nature of renewable energy genera-
tion(REG) and charging behavior, DC interconnection

is advantageous for a REG-integrated power system or EV
charging infrastructure as its looser grid code [1]. Part of
rectifiers can be saved and merely voltage magnitude is con-
sidered in a DC network, indicating higher operation reliability
and resilience [2]–[5]. Reduced conversion loss also highlights
the necessity of DC system deployment [6]. Therefore DC
grid is assumed an economical and reliable scheme for REG
integration or EV charging. The rapid emergence of DC grids
proves its priority over conventional AC grids [7], [8]. Simul-
taneously, with communication device integration requested
by smart grid services, the DC grid is considered as an IoT,
where a power-sharing consensus is achieved and implemented
correspondingly [9].

Nonetheless, without a redundant regulation capacity based
on external compensation, power curtailment or load shedding,
the global stability of IoT-based DC grid can still be fragile
and easily threatened by frequent intrinsic power imbalances.
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In order to enhance grid resilience, there exists a widespread
solution of battery energy storage (BES) employment, who
plays an alternative role of external regulator [10], [11].
However, BES is commonly expensive and only designed for
periodic power variations [12]. It is unpractical to compensate
for long-term power imbalances considering its finite capacity.
Precisely, under deliberately biased node voltage or accidental
node faults, power imbalance in an IoT-based DC grid will
exist continuously until relative nodes are removed actively.

Under such circumstance, rapid attack or fault detection is
expected, and BES should be employed merely for short-term
voltage support. Relay protection technology is industrially
mature to detect faults, while it cannot realize attack detection
considering possible data incredibility, which is a widespread
issue in an IoT particularly [13]–[15]. The situation becomes
more severe in a distributive network, due to a lack of
central controller and instant measurement data sharing. Under
such circumstance, any misguided action will exhaust grid
regulation capacity rapidly, leading to grid distortions or
even collapsing. Therefore, a distributed attack identification
strategy should be designed, providing a credible reference for
next-step action to ensure grid benefits and stability.

Grid attacks can be classified into two categories, including
physical attacks and functional attacks [16]. The physical
attack aims to knock out electricity grids using up available
resources, while the functional one targets system misdirection
to maximize attackers’ profits, especially in a specific elec-
tricity market [17]. These two different attacks threaten grid
security interests and economic benefits separately. Namely,
functional attacks lead to distortions on power-sharing consen-
sus generation, while physical ones aim to cause a different
power flow distribution in real grids from the achieved power-
sharing consensus. In this paper, the power-sharing consensus
in an IoT-based DC grid is assumed robust against functional
attacks. Physical attacks are mainly focused to explore corre-
sponding strategies in the remainder of this paper.

A brief survey on attack detection for a general cyber-
physical system has been conducted in [18], including cen-
tral controller and distributive controller scenarios in general
cyber-physical systems. Regarding IoT-based power systems, a
model-based physical attack detection strategy for generation
control has been proposed in [19], and intrusion detection for
distributed frequency controllers in microgrids was investi-
gated in [20]. Reference [21] utilizes Hilbert-Huang transform
to derive an extended energy spectrum, realizing the detection
of false data injection attacks. Eigenvalue analysis can be
employed for attack detection as well [22]. Besides, several
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model-free methods were discussed to detect false data injec-
tion attack in power grid as well, for instance sparse optimiza-
tion, wavelet transform and deep neural networks [23]–[25].
Whereas all detection methods above are intended for AC
grids.

For an emerging IoT-based converter-dominated DC grid,
the machine learning method has been valid for attack de-
tection [15], [26], [27]. However, such model-free method
proposes a huge demand of testing data in advance of model
training. It also suffers a high computation burden and a
short valid period, considering inevitably frequent network
parameter variations caused by dynamic environment tem-
perature [28]. Therefore, model-based detection methods are
expected, which is analytical and adaptive to network param-
eter variations. In [29], a predetermined reachable status set is
investigated as a reference to attack detection. However, such
method fails to figure out the attacker and requires a large
number of testing scenarios. Signal temporal logic formalism
can be employed to detect attacks and evaluate relative impacts
on system stability [30], while it also cannot identify the attack
source and depends on predefined reliable signal predicates.
Eigenvalue analysis and Hilbert-Huang Transform can be
also utilized in DC grid scenario, while depending on self
sensor data reliability [31], [32]. In [33], a stealth cyber-
attack detection strategy using cooperative vulnerability factors
was proposed, while based on a hypothesis that neighbours’
output current signals are accessible and trustworthy. The
effectiveness of detection methods using certain reliable data
can be harmed when the attacker blocks such data source.
Cyber-attack detection schemes based on unknown input ob-
servers have been investigated in [34], [35], realizing attack
detection using non-reliable measurement data. Meanwhile,
these schemes are derived from converter average model,
whose estimation accuracy will be influenced during grid
transient status. Moreover, attack source identification is still
missing in these works.

In summary, all model-based detection strategies above fail
to bridge the gap between converter switching model and DC
grid attack detection in the context of non-reliable measure-
ment data. Besides, attack identification is more expected than
mere attack detection, for preparation of future attack source
removal. The comparison between previous literature and this
paper has been given in Table I. The motivation of the present
work in this paper is to address this challenge.

Data authentication not only ensures measurement data re-
liability, but also helps identify attackers as well. Accordingly,
this paper proposes a novel attack detection and identification
mechanism, inspired by an artificially introduced nonlinear
relationship between switching duty ratio and converter output
performance. Such mechanism aims at efficient attack detec-
tion and identification in most attacking scenarios, while only
depending on untrustworthy measurement data. Through the
proposed identification procedures, no malicious sensors or
agents can hide, and a reconfigured network topology will
remove those attackers to ensure grid stability. In summary,
the main contributions of this paper are listed as below:

• Clarify two attack patterns who are intended to avoid
being identified using existing model-based methods, in-
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Fig. 1: IoT-based DC grid utilizing Buck-Boost converters

cluding self-sensor instigation and neighbour instigation,
which are able to bypass detection methods in [25]-[26],
[28]-[32].

• Clarify analytical relationship between estimated and
measured variables under two above attacks, thus figuring
out corresponding attack identification indices.

• Exploit a novel attack identification mechanism in IoT-
based converter-composed DC grids. Through artificially
importing converter dynamics for authentication, insti-
gated self-sensors and neighbours would be identified by
comparison. The whole operation flow has no dependence
on reliable data from self-sensors or neighbours.

• Validate the efficacy of the proposed attack identification
mechanism by simulation and experimental tests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II rep-
resents general structure of an IoT-based converter-composed
DC grid and corresponding attack categorization. Then IoT-
based DC grid characteristics are analyzed in Section III,
which provides theoretical foundation for attack detection
mechanism discussed in Section IV. Simulation and hardware
verification are implemented in Section V and a conclusion is
provided in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. IoT-based DC Grid Model

The schematic of an IoT-based converter-composed DC grid
is shown in Fig. 1a, and each converter is controlled by an
independent agent. Its operation flow chart is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where regular communication represented by blue links
is mandatory to reach a power balancing consensus. Such
coupling between power and communication networks make
the whole DC grid as an IoT. For modeling simplification,
it is assumed that the subsystem consists of a stable voltage
source and a DC/DC converter, where the voltage source is
considered an assemble of local generations and internal loads.
The equivalent output power should keep regulated to follow
the preceding consensus, otherwise the local stability would
be claimed lost. MOSFETs and diodes are assumed ideal, so
normally will the converter duty ratio determine its output
voltage. Further discussion on converter topology flexibility
has been given in Appendix A.

Switching signals are generated by local controllers. Once
a stable power-sharing consensus is achieved, which contains
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TABLE I: DC grid attack identification scheme comparison

Literature Model-Based Required Data Converter Model Attack Source Identification

[26], [27] No Reliable training data - Yes
[29] Yes Reliable reachable status sets Switching model No
[30] Yes Reliable predefined signal predicates Average model No
[31] Yes Reliable self sensor measurement data Switching model No
[32] Yes Reliable self sensor measurement data Average model No
[33] Yes Reliable neighbours’ output current data Average model No

[34], [35] Yes Non-reliable measurement data Average model No
This paper Yes Non-reliable measurement data Switching model Yes

Local controller #1
(Independent agent)

DC/DC converter #1

Measurement
(Self sensors)U1, I1

D1

Local controller #2
(Independent agent)

DC/DC converter #2

Measurement
(Self sensors) U2, I2

D2

Energy transmission

Coupling Coupling

Power-sharing consensus derivator
(central/distributive decision maker)

P1, U1, I1

{ (Ui, Ii) | i= 1,2…N }

P2, U2, I2

{ (Ui, Ii) | i= 1,2…N }

Rest sensors, controllers and converters

{ (Pi, Ui, Ii) | i= 3, 4…N } { (Ui, Ii) | i=1,2…N }Energy tra
nsmission Energy transm

ission

I1,2 (Dropped during 
attack identification)

Fig. 2: IoT-based DC grid operation flow chart

the information of voltage distribution, the converter duty
ratio should hold until receiving neighbours’ authentication
requests or following an updated consensus. More details
about duty ratio adjustment conditions would be discussed
later in Section IV. The DC power line adopted a Π-section
model, hence relative terminal ground capacitance could be
merged into nodal output ground capacitance. The line in-
ductance is neglected for modelling simplification. In view
of advanced modeling technology, relative parameters can be
derived through active current injection from agents or specific
functional sensors [36]. Since each agent can implement such
measurement itself and cross-validation can be conducted
during regular communication, the network admittance matrix
is supposed to keep accessible and reliable even under attacks.
There is no restriction on network topology, while every
topology reconfiguration should notify all nodes in advance
to ensure global information synchronization.

B. DC Grid Attack Model
As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the physical grid attack is intended

to cause a divergence between perception and reality, revealed
by distorted duty ratios and unexpected power flow. Physical
grid attacks can be categorized into three patterns, including
signal shielding, signal substitution and agent instigation.

1) Signal Shielding: Signal shielding attacks are intended
to impose indirect malicious impacts on global stability. Under
a long-term absence of measurement data and communication,
the agent is highly potential to lose physical synchroniza-
tion. Sensor destruction, cyber-link destruction and cyber-link
jamming are typical attacking methods to shield signals. In
communication protocol vulnerability analysis, the jamming
attack is frequently discussed, for instance denial of service
(DoS) and selective packet delay [37]. The influenced IoT-
based DC grid operation flow chart is given by Fig. 24 in

Uin

UO

Pin=Uin*IL
S C

L

D

R

IL IO

Fig. 3: Boost-converter-based subsystem schematic

Appendix B. Meanwhile, since cyber-link jamming may occur
as well in normal scenarios, it should be tolerated in a short
period.

2) Signal Substitution: Both sensor instigation and message
substitution belong to signal substitution attacks, generating
substituted signals to deceive all agents simultaneously. In case
that a output voltage sensor was instigated to claim a below-
actual value, the corresponding innocent agent would raise
its own output voltage to follow the previous power-sharing
consensus, injecting distorted power flow into its neighbours.
In essence, signal substitution is considered a upgrade of signal
shielding, as the front one can also realize communication
and measurement blocking. The message substitution includes
package manipulation and repetition, both of which are costly
to implement due to mature communication authorization
protocols. Meanwhile, combining with signal shielding, only a
few cyber-links and sensors need to be focused, since relative
agents have no choice but to rely on these links and sensors for
communication and measurement. Such coordinated attacks
would be more efficient compared to homogeneous attacks.

In order to inspect potentially shielded or substituted mea-
surement signals in IoT-based DC girds, relative signals should
be classified first as shown in Table II. The measurement
sampling frequency is equal to or a few times over converter
switching frequency, so it is unpractical to calculate the duty
ratio simultaneously only based on the measurement data of
a single sensor under this circumstance.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, considering subsystem injection
power Pin, inductor current IL, output current Io can be
estimated mutually, using given input voltage Uin and duty
ratio D, only one sensor is mandatory. Once these four inter-
dependent variables are manipulated simultaneously without
violating their mutual relationship, the agent is considered
blind, since there exists no trustworthy index to monitor Pin. If
Pin is distorted, the subsystem internal power balance would
be broken, leading to subsystem instability and even grid
collapsing. Therefore, to avoid such dilemma, Pin is assumed
constantly trustworthy to provide a reference to local stability,
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Fig. 4: Attack flow chart in IoT-based DC grids

and other two variable are considered auxiliary and assumed
reliable once passing the mutual relationship check. In other
words, unavailable signals monitoring IL and Io will impose
no negative impacts on the proposed attack identification
mechanism in this paper. Similarly, Uin and output voltage
Uo can be estimated mutually.

TABLE II: Table of measurement signals in DC microgrids

Measurement Trust level Availability

Subsystem injection power High Yes

Inductor current / Output current Medium Flexible

Input voltage / Output voltage Low Yes

Neighbour output voltage Low Yes

Power line current - No

From the perspective of attackers, credible power line
current sensors would help distinguish the source of malicious
power injection quickly. Therefore grid attackers commonly
pollute or block those data primarily to realize further attacks.
If the polluted data are designed deceptive, an innocent agent
can be easily slandered. So these signals would be put aside
or assumed unavailable directly under attack identification.
The trust levels and availability of all measurement signals
are summarized in Table. II. A low trust level denotes rel-
ative measurement signals may be attacked and should be
authenticated in advance of employment, and a high trust
level distinguishes constantly trustworthy signals. Meanwhile,
signals with a medium trust level are assumed reliable after
checking with reliable Pin.

Since neighbour output voltage signals should be authenti-
cated first by neighbours themselves, the signal substitution
problem can be decomposed into independent self voltage
sensor instigation problems accordingly. The affected IoT-
based DC grid operation flow chart is given by Fig. 25 in
Appendix B. For further illustration, the self-sensor instigation
attack aims to manipulate output voltage measurement data
thus misguiding the agent. Considering each local controller
is able to vary its duty ratio actively, as illustrated in Fig. 4a,
instigated self-sensors have to apply a constant amplifying
ratio α to original measurement data U1 for masking.

3) Agent Instigation: Under agent instigation attacks, those
instigated agents will generate and distribute deceptive infor-
mation actively, indicating a mismatching between its physical
behavior and declaration from beginning to end. Compared
to signal substitution attack, at least one agent has noticed

deceptive signals initially before they have been broadcast.
For classification, Byzantine attack and Sybil attack are distin-
guished from the ratio of instigated agents [38], [39]. Instead
of instigating several nodes in Byzantine attack, Sybil attack
indicates a high penetration ratio of traitors, eventually able to
influence the preceding power-sharing consensus and slander
innocent agents directly. Since Sybil attacks are commonly too
expensive to implement, it would be not further investigated in
this paper. The influenced DC microgrid operation flow chart
under such attacks is given by Fig. 26 in Appendix B.

For a specific agent, the agent instigation attack is im-
plemented by its neighbours, who manipulate and broadcast
their own output voltage measurement data to provoke its
incorrect actions. For In an IoT-based DC grid, an instigated
agent would apply a constant voltage bias ∆U1 to its claimed
output voltage U1, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. If those innocent
neighbours request it to raise its output voltage, it must
follow to avoid exposing itself. With a claimed underestimated
voltage level, its neighbours will decrease their output voltage
similarly according to the preceding power-sharing consensus.
Afterwards, due to its actual high output voltage, excessive
power will flow into those neighbours, finally destabilizing
them and triggering their internal relay protectors.

In summary, self-sensor instigation and neighbour instiga-
tion are classical attacking patterns, both of which would be
further discussed separately to exploit corresponding detection
and identification strategies. No matter whether power line
current signals are physically available or not, they will be
ignored to avoid potential misjudgement.

III. CHARACTERISTIC OF IOT-BASED DC GRIDS

After attack classification has been introduced, network
characteristics should be analyzed as well for preparation
of physical security strategy exploitation. Self sensor insti-
gation attack is difficult to detect for an islanded agent, as
linearly scaled measurement signals are immune to duty ratio
variations, so the converter can be completely manipulated
through deceptive voltage signal feedback. Whereas in an IoT-
based DC grid, due to nonlinear properties imported from
neighbouring converters, malicious signals are hard to mask
themselves only by a linearization policy.

It is essential to figure out IoT-based DC grid characteristics
with determined network parameters, which helps quantify a
nonlinear relationship between some specific estimated and
measured variables, providing a theoretical foundation of
proposed strategies. Therefore, in this section, such nonlinear
relationship would be imported through specific actions for
preparation of future identification.

A. Discontinuous Current Mode (DCM)

A converter with fixed duty ratio D and input voltage Uin

in continuous current mode (CCM) can be considered as a
constant voltage source. Regarding a Boost converter, as illus-
trated in Fig. 5, its expected output voltage Uo can be derived
directly. While for an unidirectional DC/DC converters, dis-
continuous inductor current is probable, especially considering
a large voltage gap between two connected converters. With
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Fig. 5: Current profile of inductor in Boost converter

a low output voltage, its neighbours may force it to reduce
output current and even work in DCM. A Boost converter in
DCM with a single neighbour has been shown in Fig. 6, whose
output voltage would be calculated based on power balancing
rule (1) and sectional voltage-second balancing principle (2).
Ue, Z are external voltage and connection line resistance. T
denotes the switching period. t is the diode conducting period.

Ue − Uo

Z
UoT︸ ︷︷ ︸

external injection

+
Ip
2
(t+DT )Uin︸ ︷︷ ︸

internal provision

=
U2
o

R
T︸ ︷︷ ︸

load consumption

(1)

(Uo − Ui) · t = Ui ·D · T (2)

Equation (1) and (2) can be combined as

U2
o (

1

R
+

1

Z
)− Uo(

Uin

R
+

Uin + Ue

Z
) + (

UeUin

Z
− IpUinD

2
) = 0

Ip =
Uin

L
DT

(3)
where Ip is peak inductor current. Uo = 0 is a trivial solution.

In order to derive a nontrivial Uo, it proposes

(
Uin

R
+
Uin + Ue

Z
)2−4( 1

R
+

1

Z
)(
UeUin

Z
− IpUinD

2
) ≥ 0 (4)

DCM constrain (5) should be checked as well after relative
solutions Uo(1), Uo(2) are calculated.

t < (1−D)T (5)

Both Uo(1) and Uo(2) are stable solutions to Uo if they are real
and meet (5). In real applications, the final stable value of Uo

depends on converter initial status.
In an IoT-based DC grid case, a DCM converter may

own more connections and its neighbours can be modeled as
illustrated in the blue part of Fig. 6. Therefore (1) should be
rewritten as

J∑
j=1

Ue,j − Uo

Zj
UoT +

Ip
2
(t+DT )Uin =

U2
o

R
T (6)

with J being the number of neighbouring agents.
Accordingly Uo becomes hard to calculate directly since

agents’ working status are mutually influenced. Considering
potential DCM, it is irrational to simplify each neighbouring
agent as a static voltage source. Intended for a stable solution,
referring to Gaussian-Seidel method, an iterative algorithm is
proposed to derive network voltage distribution as shown in
Algorithm 1.

Uin S C

L D

R
IL

Ue

Ue,j

Ue,j+1

Z

Zj
Zj+1

Remaining neighbours

Boost converter Single neighbour

Fig. 6: Simplified DC grid using Boost converters

Algorithm 1: DCM voltage derivation
Result: Uo,1 · · ·Uo,n

Initialize U
(0)
o,1 · · ·U

(0)
o,N as all converters are in CCM;

i← 0, ϵ is error tolerance and m is iteration constraint;
n ∈ {1, 2}, q ∈ {1, 2, · · · , J + 1};

while
J+1∑
j=1

|U (i)
o,j − U

(i−1)
o,j | ≤ ϵ and i ≤ m do

k ← 1 ;
while k ≤ J + 1 do

Ω← {U (i)
e,1 · · ·U

(i)
e,J+1} ;

Ω← Ω− {U (i)
e,k} ;

Solve Uo in (6) using Ω as {Ue,1 · · ·Ue,J} ;
if Uo(1) or Uo(2) is nontrivial then

Record nontrival solutions for callback;
U

(i+1)
e,k ← Uo(n), if Uo(n) is nontrivial;

Mark Uo(n) as used for U (i+1)
e,k ;

else
if unused nontrivial U (p)

e,q (p ≤ i) exists then
Recall unused nontrivial solutions;
Update U

(p)
e,q , i← p;

else
No DCM with such duty ratio;
Break;

end
end
k ← k + 1;

end
i← i+ 1;

end

B. Impulse Current Injection

Grid voltage vector U and current output vector I are
coupled as I = YU according to (7). Each agent can be
simplified as a dynamic impulse current source as shown
in Fig. 1(b). In a steady state, output average current Iiout
and converter inductor current Iicov in agent i keep constant.
Intended to identify potential attacks, duty ratio variation is
imported artificially and relative status variables would be
observed. In such transition period, I can be decomposed into
two parts in such a linear system, including the steady one and
the transient one. yij is the admittance of power line between
node i and node j. Y denotes the admittance matrix. N denotes
the grid node number.
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Yij =


− yij i ̸= j
n∑

k=1

yik i = j
, yij =


1

zij
E(i, j) ̸= 0

0 E(i, j) = 0

U =
[
U1 U2 ... UN

]T
, I =

[
I1 I2 ... IN

]T
(7)

Regarding the transient part, Iicov is assumed quasi-constant
in first several switching periods after duty ratio adjustment.
Equation (8) can be derived in a Boost converter case. ∆αi

denotes the variation of duty ratio. Iiimp is the changing part
of injection current caused by ∆αi, and it is defined as an
average value. With same grid parameters, the transient part
of U is affine to Iiimp. Due to a nonlinear relationship between
Iiimp and αi, several feature parameters of transient voltage
response would be also nonlinear to αi, including peak value
and its ramping coefficient.

Iimp =
[
0 ... Iiimp ... 0

]T
Iiimp = ∆αi · Iicov = −∆αi ·

Iiout
1− αi

CU(s) =
Iimp(s)− I(s)

s
, C[i, j] =

{
Ci i = j
0 i ̸= j

(8)

C. Ripple Correlation

The injection current keeps in a pulsing shape. As shown
in Fig. 7, instead of employing average value in Section III-B,
injection current wave Iisw from agent i and global current
wave vector Isw can be decomposed into a series of positive
and negative step functions as (9). All matrices and vectors
in (9) are in size of N ×N and N × 1 respectively.

Through Laplace transform and substituting Isw(s) by
Iimp(s) in (8), voltage ripple distribution are able to be
calculated. As grid parameters are asymmetrical in most
scenarios, by taking peak-to-peak value of Ui as an index, it
will vary differently even those two neighbours takes the same
action separately. There would exist an nonlinear relationship
between output voltage variation and ripple magnitude based
on such estimation mechanism, which contributes to future
attack identification.

Isw(t) =
∞∑

n=0

E(t− nT)Ip −
∞∑

n=0

E(t− nT− (e− D)T)Ip

t =
[
t1 t2 ... tN

]T
, T =

[
T1 T2 ... TN

]T
E(t)[i, j] =

{
1(t[i]) i = j
0 i ̸= j

, 1(t) =
{

1 t ≥ 0
0 t < 0

Ip =
[
I1p I2p ... INp

]T
e[i, j] =

{
1 i = j
0 i ̸= j

, D[i, j] =

{
Di i = j
0 i ̸= j

Iip =
Iiout

1−Di
, Iiout =

Ui

zii
−

N∑
E(i,j)̸=0&i ̸=j

Uj − Ui

zij

(9)
where ti represents synchronized time of agent i, equal to
global standard time plus a constant switching phase delay

t

Normal swithcing current

Sum of negative step functions

Normal swithcing current
First-order cosine wave

Sum of positive step functions

Third-order cosine wave

Average wave

t0

0

T1 T2

T1 T2

ONOFF

ONOFF

Isw

Isw (a) Step function decomposition

(b)Fourier decomposition

Fig. 7: Current decomposition for ripple estimation

I
C R

I

(1-D)/S1/L

1-D

U
Uin

Fig. 8: Average model of Boost converter

duration. Ti is the switching period and Iip is the peak value
of injection current.

D. Oscillation Correlation

In a transition period between two different stable status, os-
cillations are unavoidable and normally should be suppressed.
While in an attack identification criteria, such oscillations
benefit as it contains essential information regarding global
status. Regarding a Boost converter scenario, using current-
source model as shown in Fig. 8, grid injection current vector
I and voltage vector U follow:

Uin − (e− D)U = Lİ
(e− D)I− YU = CU̇

(10)

with
Uin =

[
U1
in ... U i

in ... UN
in

]T
(11)

where U i
in denotes the internal voltage of node i.

I and its s−domain value can be derived as

Ï + C−1Yİ + (LC)−1(e− D)2I = (LC)−1YUin

s2I + sC−1YI + (LC)−1(e− D)2I = (LC)−1YUin

(12)

where C and L are diagonal matrices of nodal output capac-
itance Ci and internal inductance Li. The definition of e and
D inherits from (9).
s−domain equation in (12) can be reorganized as (13), with

both A and B being constant N ×N matrices in a determined
DC microgrid.

AI = B (13)

where

A[i, j] =

 s2 + sC−1
i

N∑
k=1

Yik + (LiCi)
−1(1−Di)

2 i = j

−sC−1
i Yij i ̸= j

B[i] = (LiCi)
−1

N∑
j=1

YijU
j
in

(14)
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A owns full rank, so (13) can be represented as

I = A−1B, A−1[i, j] =
(−1)i+jM[i, j]

det(A)
(15)

where M[i, j] denotes a minor of A.
Intended for further simplification, a certain hypothesis is

mandatory as below:

• |
N∑

k=1

Yik| ≫ |Yij | if i ̸= j

|
N∑

k=1

Yik| is equal to the absolute reciprocal of output

ground resistance in node i. If the ground resistance is much
lower than power line resistance, the hypothesis is satisfied
naturally. Actually, such scenario frequently happen when
subsystem internal energy consumption is mainly supported
by self supply. Once node 1 is selected, since only oscillation
part is extracted, its injection current I[1] can be approximated
according to such hypothesis as given in (16). o(·) or O(·)
denotes a lower or same order of error items compared to its
input polynomial.

det(A) ≈
N∏
i=1

A[i, i] + o(s2N−2)

M[i, j] ≈


N∏

i=1,i̸=j

A[i, i] + o(s2N−2) i = j

O(s2N−4) i ̸= j

(16)

Hence I[1] can be derived as

I[1] =

N∑
i=1

M[i, j]B[i]

det(A)
≈

B[1](
N∏
i=2

A[i, i] + o(s2N−2))

N∏
i=1

A[i, i] + o(s2N−2)

=
B[1]s2N−2 + o(s2N−2)

s2N + s2N−1
N∑
j=1

mj + s2N−2
N∑
i=1

qi + o(s2N−2)

≈ B[1]

s2 + s
N∑
j=1

mj +
N∑
i=1

qi

, mj =

N∑
i=1

C−1
i Yij ,

qi = (LiCi)
−1(1−Di)

2 +

N∑
j=1

mimj

(17)

It is settled that a =
N∑
j=1

mj , b =
N∑
i=1

qi, then (17) can be

converted into (18) through inverse Laplace transform, where
I1(0) is the initial value of I1. Obviously with a larger positive
∆, both its first oscillation period and peak values would
be higher. Simultaneously, there exist a positive correlation
between ∆ and b.

I1 = B1 ·
e−

at
2 sin (

√
∆t)√

∆
+ I1(0), ∆ = b− a2

4
(18)

Considering unstable and immeasurable nature of parasite
components in most industrial microgrids, only various ∆
in several scenarios need to be compared. Some oscillation
feature values, for instance shooting current value and first
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Fig. 9: Attack detection and identification flow chart

oscillation period, can be sorted by estimation under a specific
assumption that the tested agent is evil or innocent. Addition-
ally, U1 would share similar properties as derived likewise.
Regarding a Buck-Boost converter scenario, B[i] should be
considered as further discussed in Appendix C.

Those index values measured in different testing scenarios
would be sorted as a sequence S. The assumption whose
estimation order Ŝ is equal to S would be accepted, and those
examined agents’ identities can be determined. Moreover, for a
symmetrical IoT-based DC grid composed of Boost converters,
only duty ratio allocation influences ∆, indicating that exact
system component parameters can be saved for identification.

IV. ATTACK DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION

There is no detection strategy needed for an independent
agent against signal shielding, as signal shielding can be
directly detected and identified. Therefore only false date
injection attacks would be discussed to investigate relative
identification strategies in this paper, which include self-sensor
instigation and neighbour instigation.

The attack detection and identification flow chart is pro-
posed as given in Fig. 9. Theoretically, the performance of
such algorithm depends on the accuracy of estimation index in
each examination procedure, which is derived from known and
reliable model parameters. In advance of attack detection, relay
protection operates first to check grid faults. Without any fault
detected by relay protectors, an event trigger is applied based
on attack detection to save computation and communication
resource before the decision of attack identification [40]. When
received neighbour data are estimated incompatible with its
own data according to (19), the attack identifier is triggered
and attacking pattern would be classified. Designed for possi-
ble erroneous judgement in extreme scenarios, a time-triggered
mechanism can be introduced to boost network immunity.
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F(u) = max(Eq. 20) - min(Eq. 20) 

Fig. 10: Schematics of self-sensor examination

Îiout = YiiÛi −
N∑

E(i,j) ̸=0&i ̸=j

(Ûj − Ûi)Yij (19)

where Îiout is the estimate value of output current from node i,
Ûi is declared voltage level of node i. E(i, j) is a 0/1 variable
indicating whether node i and node j is linked.

The attack identification is separated into two parts, in-
cluding self voltage sensor examination and neighbour exam-
ination. The identification procedures are implemented indi-
vidually by the agent whose identifier is triggered, and its
self-sensors and neighbors should coordinate to avoid poten-
tial misjudgment. The examining agent should broadcast its
commands to avoid triggering other identifiers, and then start
polling its neighbours to check whether examination period
is available. Such polling mechanism should be designed and
followed by all agents, referring to an universal communi-
cation protocol for instance IEC 61850 and Scalable MAC
Protocol [41], [42].The disadvantage of such consensus is that
an evil node may send requests maliciously to jam global
action space. Trust mechanism designing in a distributive
network is an open question, and trust on a certain cooperation
request relies on action space redundancy [43]. A limited
request frequency is considered an effective solution, even
attack responding speed would be influenced.

In accordance with identification procedures in Fig 9,
self-sensor examination is in advance of agent examination,
since neighbour examination procedure can be prepared only
based on trustworthy self signals. Moreover, with regularly
triggered self-sensor examination, self-sensor examination can
be skipped to accelerate identification. If no attack or fault
is detected in final, network parameters Y and C should
be calibrated based on impedance modeling methods [36].
Moreover, there is no restrictions on the converter controller
type. If the agent utilizes a close-loop controller, relevant con-
troller information must be broadcast to ensure its predictive
switching behaviors, so that the attack identification flow chart
keeps feasible. In this paper, all converter controllers are set
open-loop for simplification, which will still not influence the
validity of the proposed attack identification mechanism.

A. Self-Sensor Examination

Considering a hypothesis in Section II-B2, with a high
switching frequency of semiconductor and similar higher
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Fig. 11: Schematics of neighbour examination

voltage measuring frequency, no duty ratio can be measured
directly in several switching periods. Since attacker are unable
to predict the duty ratio variations, it has to provide propor-
tional data constantly as shown in Fig. 9a.

1) DCM Examination: As mentioned in Section III-A,
DCM will introduce a nonlinear relationship between input
and output voltage. It will directly help distinguish spuriously
scaled voltage data. A detailed illustration to DCM test for
self-sensor examination is given in Fig. 10a, where a conflict
between estimation and reception will expose the evil sensor.

2) Ripple Examination: Through comparing estimated rip-
ple magnitudes using received signals as illustrated in Sec-
tion III-C, a nonlinear relationship between output voltage and
ripple magnitudes would help identify whether these signals
are deceptive. If ripple magnitude is selected as the index, the
ripple function should be calculated in advance according to
(20), where a detailed definition of Isw(t) can be founded in
(9). As illustrated in Fig. 10b, the ripple magnitude function
is nonlinear to self output voltage so that attack identification
can be realized. In most scenarios, active voltage adjustment
can be even saved if original status can help verify sensor data.

Ui(t) = ITsw(t)Y
−1ei (20)

where

ei =
[
0 ... 1︸︷︷︸

i-th element

... 0
]T

(21)

B. Neighbour Examination

Once self measurement signals have been authenticated and
no evil sensor is recognized, evil neighbours should be identi-
fied. With scheduled active voltage adjustment, the instigated
neighbour would be identified by its innocent neighbours only
based on their own verified voltage measurement signals. As
motioned in Section II-B3, the evil agent has no choice but
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to adjust its output voltage according to received commands
for attack masking, otherwise unmatched current data from
the examining agent will expose the attacker. Even another
attacker would mask the tested node through synchronized
action, it will trigger other identifiers and both of them will be
distinguished through cross validation of all innocent nodes.
The key idea for neighbour examination is to restrict the action
space of evil agents who has at least two neighbours where
half of them are innocent. Such hypothesis is based on the
definition of ”Byzantine Attack”.

1) Impulse Current Injection: During the transition period
under active voltage adjustment, based on simplified circuits
shown in Fig. 1b, global transient state vectors including
voltage vector U and current output vector I can be solved as
mentioned in Section III-B. A nonlinear relationship between
∆U and ∆I would help identify the potential attacker as
illustrated in Fig. 11a. Such method is naturally serviceable for
high power application due to high equivalent impulse current.
Comparatively, the impulse response can be easily overlapped
by switching ripples in low power scenarios.

Neighbour examination speed using this scheme is acceler-
ated as well since it only uses a few sampling points at the
start of voltage variation. If the received signals fail to match
the estimated ones, the evil neighbour can be detected directly.
Meanwhile, without attacker detected in the beginning, steady
status verification is still mandatory to ensure that relevant
agents have acted as expected.

2) Ripple Examination: The ripple estimation for neigh-
bour examination is similar to that for self examination men-
tioned in Section IV-A2, while it is set event-triggered. A
detailed examination schematic has been given in Fig. 11b.

3) Oscillation Examination: As discussed in Section. III-D,
through comparing corresponding ∆ and B[i], the order of
feature values in various scenarios, for instance shooting value
or first oscillation period, can be estimated under a specific
assumption. If the estimated order Ŝ mismatch S, the previous
hypothesis would be rejected. Another hypothesis would be
proposed and examined continuously until Ŝ = S.

If Sybil attack happens, such detection mechanism may fail
as some evil agents can mask each other through stealth attack.
Under such circumstance, voting system for all suspect nodes
can perform better while a global ballot ticket collector should
be picked. In this paper, this extreme scenario will be neglected
as stealth attack is commonly difficult to implement especially
under complicated transient behaviour of converters.

V. VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

In order to verify proposed methods in Section IV, both
simulation test on SIMULINK and hardware test on dSpace
platform have been implemented, separately in Buck-Boost
and Boost converter scenarios. Detailed discussion was pro-
vided when comparing theoretical solutions with experimental
data, eventually proving the efficacy of proposed methods.

A. Simulation Verification

Regarding a 4-node IoT-based DC grid whose topology
is given in Fig. 12a, Buck-Boost converters are employed.

Node 1 Node 2

Node 3 Node4

Buck-Boost
converter

Internal DC
voltage source

Load

impedance

(a)

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Boost
converter

Internal DC
voltage source

Load

impedance

(b)

Fig. 12: Simulation and hardware testing IoT-based DC grids

TABLE III: Table of simulation system parameters

Parameter Value Meaning

fsw/Rload 10 kHz / 64 Ω Switching frequency / Load resistance
Rline/Lline 2 Ω / 5 mH Line series resistance / inductance

Vin/C 800 V / 0.5 mF Input voltage / Output capacitance
Rmos/Rdio 0.2 Ω / 0.2 Ω Switcher / Diode conducting resistance

L 0.2 H Inner inductance of converter

Zoom for ripple 
correlation method

DCM is imported at t=2s

A small gap

A large gap

Create a conflict between
estimation and reception 

Hard to identify received signals
only using steady values 

Fig. 13: Voltage waves in Node 2 for DCM examination

Relevant parameters of simulation system are listed in Ta-
ble III. The sampling frequency is variable between 10 kHz
to 100 kHz.

1) Self Sensor Examination: As mentioned in Section IV-A,
self sensor examination can be implemented based on DCM
method or ripple correlation method. Node 2 is assumed being
attacked in this case. Even that its ideal output voltage equals
800V under a duty ratio of 0.5, its own sensor would declare
it 900 V with a constant amplifying ratio of 1.125. Under
this circumstance, if the voltage sensor is assumed innocent,
the internal voltage would be derived as 900 V, otherwise it
would be equal to 800 V. With the proposed attack detection
and identification framework, due to inequality of (19), such
deception would trigger Node 2’s own attack identifier.

a) DCM: All Buck-Boost converters employed are as-
sumed unidirectional when applying the DCM method. D2 is
adjusted to 0.4 to import DCM. Through running Algorithm 1
and importing DCM, estimated and received output voltage
waves are recorded in Fig. 13. As illustrated in Table IV, such
action would lead to an obvious difference between deceptive
signals and estimated values, which can be received from
sensors and derived by Algorithm 1 separately. Accordingly
self sensor attack is detected and the instigated sensor is
identified. In this case, the voltage gap is up to 101.43 V,
accounting over 10% of standard voltage.

b) Ripple Correlation: Without active voltage adjust-
ment, using a zoomed region in Fig. 13, ripple correlation
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TABLE IV: Table of DCM estimation and simulation results

Parameter Value

Original U2 with Uin = 800 V/900 V 801.15 V / 886.23 V
Original / Updated deceptive U2 901.30 V / 886.23 V

Updated U2 with Uin = 800 V/900 V 910.57 V / 784.80 V

(Measurement) 11.77V≈12.22V (Estimation)

1.39V

(Measurement) 1.23V≈1.25V (Estimation)

conflicted   

With a low
 sampling frequency  

Fig. 14: Voltage ripples in Node 2 for ripple examination

method can be applied for self sensor examination as illus-
trated in Fig. 14. If the sensor is instigated, the voltage ripple
magnitude from reception is 1.39 V while that from estimation
is up to 11.10 V. Such an obvious conflict will help identify
the instigated voltage sensor. According to simulated values
from Fig. 14 and estimated values from Fig. 10b, both the
estimation ratio errors are lower than 3.9%. The accuracy of
ripple correlation estimation has been verified in this case.

A sampling frequency of 100 kHz is selected during ripple
magnitude estimation. Instead, with a low sampling frequency
of 10 kHz, the ripple magnitude is difficult to calculate as
shown in black circles at Fig. 14. Even with a high sampling
frequency, the expected ripple magnitude accuracy can only
account less than 0.02% of standard voltage range. The ripple
correlation method for self sensor examination may save
active voltage adjustment, while it sets a high requirement
on sampling frequency and measurement accuracy.

2) Neighbourhood Examination: Agent 2 was picked as
an instigated agent, who tried to steal energy and adopted a
constant negative output voltage bias. According to Fig. 9, with
self sensor authenticated, Neighbour 1 would send a voltage
adjustment request afterwards. Agent 2 had no choice but
to adjust voltage accordingly, while the mismatched output
voltage data of Agent 1 would reveal Agent 2’s guilty. The
examination parameters are given in Table V. Agent 1 has
detected there may exist a voltage bias of -266.7 V from
Agent 2 if it is assumed an traitor. Accordingly Agent 2 is
requested to raise its voltage by 266.7 V. Simulated output
voltage waves in various scenarios are plotted in Fig. 15.

TABLE V: Table of neighbour examination parameters

Scenario Reality Parameter Value

1 Agent 2 is evil Original D2 / U2 0.4 / 533.3 V
Updated D2 / U2 0.5 / 800 V

D4 / U4 0.5 / 800 V

2 Agent 2 is innocent Original D2 / U2 0.5 / 800 V
Updated D2 / U2 0.571 / 1066.7 V

D4 / U4 0.4 / 533.3 V

a) Impulse Current Injection: As Agent 2 raised voltage
accordingly, relative voltage measurement data were recorded

Voltage adjustment 
is imported (t=0.5s)

Same voltage adjustment 
verification in steady status

Zoom for future identification
(t=0.4s~0.8s)

Zoom for future identification 

Fig. 15: Voltage waves in various scenarios

Impulse current 
injection method
(t=0.5s~0.501s)

Oscillation peak comparison 
based on self voltage signals

Fig. 16: Zoomed voltage waves in various scenarios

(a) (b)

Fig. 17: Indices derived by Agent 1 in various scenarios

and plotted in Fig. 16. In impulse current injection method,
only the first millisecond measurement data after voltage
adjustment would be utilized for identification. The sampling
frequency can be as low as 10 kHz. Derivative of output
voltage can be calculated to distinguish voltage ramping ten-
dencies during the transition period. Both values under various
circumstances have been given as blue lines in Fig. 17.

Whether Agent 2 was cheating, Agent 1 would estimate its
future voltage variation after relative nodes’ action as shown in
orange lines in Fig. 17a. The mathematical solution of Agent 1
voltage derivative in various scenarios could be calculated
accordingly as shown by orange lines in Fig. 17b. It can be
concluded that the theoretical and simulation results in the
same scenario matched well, indicating a high identification
accuracy]. A large divergence between indices in various
scenarios verified the efficacy of such method.

b) Ripple Correlation: Through zooming the last 300 µs
in Fig. 15, Fig. 18 illustrates voltage ripples in various sce-
narios. There exists a gap of ripple magnitude under various
assumptions, especially using U2 as an identification index.
The estimated values derived according to Section III-C also
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Select the closest scenario
(Hypothesis-reject/accept until steady ripples)

(Measurement) 46.17V ≈ 45.05V (Estimation)

(Measurement) 1.249V  ≈1.251V (Estimation)

Fig. 18: Voltage ripples for neighbour examination

match the simulated ones well, where both the estimation
ratio errors are lower than 2.4%, indicating the reliability of
ripple correlation method. Meanwhile, the requirement of a
high sampling frequency and accuracy limits its application.

c) Oscillation Correlation: According to Section III-D
and Appendix C, only B[i] and ∆ should be focused, both of
which rely on duty ratio distribution. In Fig. 16, A hypothesis
that Agent 2 is evil in Scenario 1 was proposed. Under
such hypothesis, B2 in Scenario 1 will be larger than that
in Scenario 2, as this B2 is linear to injection current from
Agent 2 in a twin grid whose voltage distribution is changed
to DU. Since ∆ in Scenario 1 is also larger than that in
Scenario 2, oscillation peak magnitude of U2 in Scenario 1
is estimated larger than that in Scenario 2 correspondingly.
Such order match the simulated result, so the hypothesis is
accepted and Agent 2 is identified evil in Scenario 1.

3) Summary: In summary, in such simulation case, only
depending on non-reliable measurement data, all proposed
attack identification strategies have been verified. Meanwhile,
attack detection methods in previous literature listed in Table I
would fail to identify attack signal sources, as all these
methods still mainly focus on attack detection and skip the
procedure of authentication.

B. Hardware Verification

In hardware test part, a Boost-converter-composed DC mi-
crogrid is established according to Fig.12b and investigated as
illustrated in Fig. 19. The basic parameters of such platform
are listed in Table VI. Due to power and measurement limit of
such platform, impulse current response is too small to observe
and accurate ripple magnitude measurement is unachieved.
That explains why only DCM and oscillation examination are
adopted in this experiment. Actually, due to physical limits in
real DC microgrids, not all attack identification methods are
applicable in a specific scenario.

TABLE VI: Table of hardware system parameters

Parameter Value Meaning

fsw / Vin 10 kHz / 90 V Switching frequency/Input voltage
Rline / Rload 30.4 Ω / 114 Ω Line/Load equivalent resistance

C 1.1 mF Subsystem output ground capacitance
L 1 mH Inner inductance in converter

1) DCM Examination: External voltage lifting for self
DCM introduction is implemented in this case. The system

dSPACE 
MicroLabBox

Current Sensors

Voltage Sensors

Capacitors

Inductors

Diodes
IGBTs

Oscilloscope
Computer

DC supply

Fig. 19: IGBT-based hardware testing platform

DCM is imported 93.0V

93.5V

8.5V

1.1V

Such a voltage gap is large 
enough to identify sensors

A tolerable voltage gap due to 
ideal estimation procedures

Fig. 20: Voltage waves during self sensor examination

status parameters are listed in Table VII, where the attack-
ing sensor lied that Agent 2’s inner voltage level is 100V .
With Agent 1 lifting its own output voltage, Agent 2 is in
DCM. Relative voltage waves are measured and plotted in
Fig. 20. As shown in Table VII, a large voltage gap exist
between deceptive signals and estimated signals, eventually
helping Agent 2 identify its own voltage sensor. Moreover,
the estimated voltage is close to the corresponding measured
one, where the estimating ratio error is only 1.2%, avoiding
misjudging innocent sensors.

TABLE VII: Table of estimation and simulation results

Parameter Value

Voltage signal amplifying ratio 1.11
Original duty ratio of Agent 1 / 2 / 3 0.32 / 0.09 / 0.32

Updated duty ratio of Agent 1 0.46
Estimated U2 with Vin = 80 V / 100 V 93.0 V / 93.5 V
Measured/Deceptive U2 with Vin = 80 V 91.9 V / 112.0 V

2) Oscillation Examination: The neighbour attack and ac-
tion parameters are listed in Table VIII. Due to unknown
parasite inductance in such system, oscillation correlation
method is adopted for neighbour examination. Considering
symmetrical topology of this system, only the sum of (1−Di)

2

are calculated and compared. The scenario that Node 2 is evil
owns a higher sum of (1 − Di)

2, accordingly indicating a
higher ∆ .

As discussed in Section III-D, if ∆ is positive, ∆TI1 and
|∆I1| should be positive, then it can be derived that under
a assumption that Agent 2 is evil, ∆TU1,∆TI1,|∆U1| and
|∆I1| in Scenario 1 should be larger those in Scenario 2.
Through comparing specific indices, all comparisons match
only theoretically estimated ones, especially |∆I1| is most
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Fig. 21: Measurement data during neighbour examination

TABLE VIII: Table of theoretical examination parameters

Assumption Parameter Value

Before action original D1 / D2 / D3 0.32 / 0.09 / 0.32
original U1 /U2 /U3 (V) 132.4 / 98.9 / 132.4

Evil agent 2 (#1) updated D2 / U2 0.32 / 132.4 V

Innocent agent 2 (#2) updated D3 / U3 0.46 / 166.7 V

different, and a higher |∆I1| under negative ∆ indicates
that Agent 2 is innocent. The measurement data in various
scenarios during hardware testing are illustrated in Fig. 21.

During hardware testing, the action starting timestamp can-
not be clarified, so certain points should be selected and
processed to calculate corresponding parameters as shown in
Table IX. All index comparison results have met the estimated
ones based on an assumption that Agent 2 is evil. While such
selection can be tricky considering fluctuating measurement
signals. Hence in this scenario, it is recommended to adopt
the oscillation peak magnitude as an index for comparison.
The derived identification results especially based on |∆U1|
still consist with the facts. The efficacy of proposed oscillation
examination methods has been verified.

TABLE IX: Table of measurement data and indices

Scenario Parameter Value

#1 U1 116.306 V→113.407 V
Assume Agent 2 is evil I1 1.346A→0.913A
Action starts at t=5.1 ms ∆TI1 / ∆TI1 1.7ms / 2.8ms

∆U1 / ∆I1 -2.899 V / -0.433 A

#2 U1 116.398 V→106.662 V
Assume Agent 2 is innocent I1 1.343 A→0.787 A

Action starts at t=6.0 ms ∆TI1 / ∆TI1 3.0 ms / 2.8 ms
∆U1 / ∆I1 -9.736 V / -0.556 A

3) Summary: In summary, both DCM examination and
oscillation examination have been verified in this experimental
testing case, even on the basis of the limited sampling fre-
quency and accuracy. Comparatively, identification methods
in previous literature listed in Table I still fail to realize attack
identification, as no authentication procedure is considered.

Vdc

S

C

L

D R

IeIi

Fig. 22: Schematic of unidirectional Buck converter
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t

T1 T2
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Unstoppable 
Injection

Diode
Working

Fig. 23: Current profile of inductor in Buck converter

VI. CONCLUSION

This article has presented a novel attack detection and
identification mechanism for IoT-based converter-composed
DC grids. Through stable or transient wave analysis, neither
instigated sensors nor agents can mask themselves. In response
for attacks in various formats, four attack identification strate-
gies have been investigated and tested by both simulation
and hardware experiments. The low estimation ratio error
keeps lower than 3.9% according to the validation works in
this paper. The success in attacker recognition under various
attacking patterns illustrates the efficacy of proposed methods.
For an IoT-based DC grid with determined parameters, voltage
or current response under each identification strategy can
be estimated in advance, hence the strategy with the most
distinguished evidence is preferred. Through flexible strategy
selection, the whole attack identification system is robust and
efficient in all testing scenarios.

In future, more feature values calculated from measurable
data in IoT-based DC grids would be exploited, intended to
extend the bank of attack identification indices. Moreover, the
proposed mechanism can be integrated into an connection
authorization protocol in IoT-based power systems, where
communicators between REGs and EV chargers are in de-
mands to support smart grid services.

APPENDIX A
CONVERTER TOPOLOGY FLEXIBILITY IN DC MICROGRIDS

Regarding the topology of DC/DC converters, a conven-
tional unidirectional Buck converter is not recommended. As
illustrated in Fig. 22, when the external injection current
Ie raises, Ii flowing in inductor L will drop. In normal
scenariosIi keeps positive, while it would become negative
in extreme scenarios as shown in Fig. 23. Unfortunately, if Ie
is large enough to push capacitor voltage higher than input
voltage Vdc transiently, there would exist unstoppable inverse
Ii, eventually leading to continuous current injection even the
switcher turns off.
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Fig. 24: Flow chart under signal shielding attack
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Fig. 25: Flow chart under signal substitution attack

Intended to ensure a controllable subsystem, the switcher
should be selected unidirectional itself or be in series with a
diode. Instead, unidirectional Boost and Buck-Boost convert-
ers are robust against shooting injection current. Bidirectional
DC/DC converters are flexible with these three typologies to
avoid uncontrollable current injection. The selection between
unidirectional and bidirectional converters depends on the
budget and specific demands, particularly considering bidirec-
tional converters will disable part of detection methods.

APPENDIX B
INFLUENCED DC MICROGRID OPERATION FLOW CHARTS

The influenced DC microgrid operation flow charts under
different attacking patterns are given in Fig. 24-26. Different
colours are adopted to indicate various status of the same
component, which are further illustrated in Table X.

TABLE X: Table of colour indications

Object Colour Meaning

Links Blue Healthy cyber-links
Orange Healthy physical connections

Red Distorted cyber-links / physical connections
Purple Cyber-links containing distorted messages

Signals Blue Innocent signals
Red Arbitrarily modified signals

Purple Indirectly distorted signals

APPENDIX C
OSCILLATION CORRELATION IN BUCK-BOOST SCENARIOS

The grid injection current vector I and voltage vector U in
a Buck-Boost scenario follow:

DUin − (e− D)U = Lİ (22)
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Fig. 26: Flow chart under agent instigation attack

Accordingly Uin and B1 in Section III-D are updated as

DUin −→ Uin

B1 = (L1C1)
−1

N∑
j=1

Y1jDjU
j
in

(23)

According to (18), it can be derived that both ∆ and B1

would influence oscillation feature variables. Specially, both
∆ and B1 own a positive relationship with oscillation peak
value.
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